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Key Points

•  Natural resource challenges require interdisciplinary analyses to solve scientific  
 problems and improve management practices.
•  Interdisciplinary thinking requires diverse experiences and continual education  
 throughout one’s career.

Introduction
Long-term solutions to today’s most pressing fisheries challenges require an increasing un-
derstanding of complex system interactions. Ecosystem-based management that links diverse 
data streams and disciplines has been a focus of fishery scientists for decades (Christensen 
et al. 1996), yet ecosystems are not the only systems important to fisheries management. For 
real and lasting solutions, social and economic systems deserve just as much attention and 
study as natural systems. Here, we share our personal experiences understanding complex 
problems in marine science and management. In doing so, we illustrate how stepping out-
side our respective disciplines and thinking about system dynamics at a range of scales in 
both science and management can shed light on, and offer new solutions to, challenges faced 
by natural resource practitioners.

Despite a need for strategic, systemic view of the natural resources challenges we face, 
we too often maintain a narrow approach to our vocation. Pimm (1991) pointed this out 
when he wrote, 20 years ago, that “very little ecology deals with any processes that last 
more than a few years, involve more than a handful of species, and cover an area of more 
than a few hectares.” But, the problems extend beyond science, and they are exacerbated 
in both university and professional settings. Academic and natural resource institutions, in 
an attempt to generate experts of renown, often require intense focus on specific disciplin-
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ary topics while avoiding training that is more interdisciplinary, holistic, and practical (Van 
Houtan 2006). Spurred on by litigation, management agencies require simple, immediate 
results for complicated problems. The perhaps ironic result is that the mindset required to 
understand and manage something as complex as an ecosystem is constrained. However, 
the issues of taxonomic and spatiotemporal scales present in fisheries management may 
only approach the complexities of social and economic systems. So in addition to scientific 
frontiers, equally important opportunities exist to incorporate systems approaches on the 
management side—in addressing the organizational, political and economic challenges to 
sustainable management of fisheries and other aquatic resources.

Catch Shares: Melding Science, Economics, and Sociology
For decades, fishery managers have struggled with boom and bust cycles in commercial 
fisheries. Managers have leveraged long-term monitoring and stock assessments into closed 
seasons, closure areas, catch limits, and other tools to achieve conservation outcomes. In 
common-access fisheries, achieving compliance with such regulations often ran against the 
short-term economic motivation of individual fishermen, cooperatives, and political will. 
Even the most conservation-minded fishermen operate in systems that often disproportion-
ately award individual actions that run counter to the rules applied across the fishery. By 
operating outside of agreed-upon rules, individual actors can accrue greater immediate ben-
efit while spreading the harmful effects across all of the fishery participants. Conversely, 
any individual, voluntary conservation action could be diluted by the actions of others, thus 
discouraging individual conservation actions.

This is the classic argument of the tragedy of the commons (Hardin 1968). Seeing its 
very real effects motivated me (ECS) to look for ways to integrate economics with fisheries 
management. From my position at the Maryland Department of Natural Resources Fisheries 
Service, I took a month-long fellowship with economists and other resource managers at the 
Kinship Conservation Institute hosted by the Property and Environment Research Center 
in Montana. Working closely with a diverse group of economists and resource managers, 
and drawing from my own experience with traditional fisheries management, I developed 
a blueprint for a “catch share” system for the then-depleted Chesapeake Bay blue crab Cal-
linectes sapidus fishery. Though it was not implemented at that time, fishermen and research 
managers continue to work toward a quota-based system and are now exploring alternatives 
to traditional restrictions based primarily on gear limitations, seasons, and workday restric-
tions. The Chesapeake Bay blue crab population has rebounded, and the fishery and coastal 
fishing communities are benefitting substantially.

In 2010, I brought this experience to the National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS) to 
help rebuild fisheries and the livelihoods and communities that depend on them. Recent 
changes to U.S. federal fisheries laws (NMFS 2006) placed significant new requirements to 
curtail overfishing and rebuild depleted stocks in federally managed fisheries. That change 
in the law led to scientifically based catch limits and a renewed emphasis on the use of 
rights-based fishery management systems. These catch share systems depend at their core 
on the allocation of shares of an annual quota to individual or small groups of fishermen. By 
allocating individual shares up front, these systems better align the economic motivations 
of individual fishermen with the broader conservation goals set for the fishery, essentially 
avoiding some of the pitfalls of the tragedy of the commons.

Following this renewed emphasis in federal law, NMFS, in concert with various re-
gional fishery management councils, has supported the development of a number of new 
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catch share systems in federal fisheries. Under these new management systems, the agency 
is already seeing better alignment of broad conservation goals with the economic incen-
tives at work in various fisheries, leading to improved economic performance, stronger 
support for scientifically based catch limits, and increased rebuilding progress. During 
2011, the first year of operation of the Pacific groundfish trawl fishery under a new catch 
share management system, discards of unwanted species dropped dramatically, accelerat-
ing rebuilding of depleted species in the fishery. In the Gulf of Mexico, commercial Red 
Snapper Lutjanus campechanus fishermen advocated a shift to an individual quota system 
that has eliminated a derby fishery in which fishermen raced to catch a portion of a shared 
quota during a short season. Under the new system, fishermen have a year-long season 
and increased dockside values while meeting quotas that are supporting a rebuilding stock. 
While these results seem to speak for themselves, it is only through sound application of 
economic theory, incorporation of experiences from fisheries in other parts of the world, 
and transfer of that knowledge in work with local fishing communities that transformative 
change occurs.

The March of Atoms to the Sea
Unlike most of my peers in marine turtle ecology, I (KSV) am still a relative newcomer to 
the field. I am a population ecologist and I approach scientific and management problems 
through interdisciplinary analyses. My undergraduate research training began in biogeo-
chemistry. I worked in laboratories with an astounding breadth of scale. Some researchers 
chronicled the impacts of acid deposition to Shenandoah Valley streams; others studied the 
global nitrogen cycle. While I did not gravitate towards flow charts as they can seem too 
engineered and sterile, I recall looking at simple diagrams of nitrogen flowing from one 
compartment to another and being fascinated by the idea, as well as the complexities within 
each box itself. Despite their abstractness, the boxes and arrows touched upon my first-hand 
experiences growing up on an estuary—playing in streams and marshes amid the flow of 
life—and stirred my imagination.

These connections came together crisply while reading the epilogue to a biogeochemis-
try textbook (Likens and Bormann 1995) where the authors had the good sense to reference 
that the quantitative descriptions in their text were essentially foretold by a Midwestern park 
ranger a half century earlier. In A Sand County Almanac, Aldo Leopold tells the story of a 
hypothetical compound X as it journeys through the life of a prairie ecosystem:

Between each of his excursions through the biota, X lay in the soil and was carried 
by the rains, inch by inch, downhill. Living plants retarded the wash by impounding 
atoms; dead plants by locking them to their decayed tissues. Animals ate the plants 
and carried them briefly uphill or downhill… No animal was aware that the altitude 
of his death was more important than his manner of dying. Thus a fox caught a 
gopher in a meadow, carrying X uphill to his bed on the brow of a ledge, where an 
eagle laid him low… An Indian eventually inherited the eagle’s plumes, and with 
them propitiated the Fates... It did not occur to him that they might be busy casting 
dice against gravity; that mice and men, soils and songs, might be merely ways to 
retard the march of atoms to the sea.” (Leopold 1949:107–108)

The accessible narrative grabbed my attention, but the underlying connections in trophic 
dynamics and nutrient cycling were inspiring. I thought Leopold was a brilliant observer 
of nature, and it motivated me to improve my ecological knowledge. I then embarked 
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on a decade-long journey of field research and graduate schooling that led me across the 
world. I worked on coral reefs in Belize, sustainable forestry in the Rocky Mountains, bird 
behavior in the Amazon, and protected area planning in Southern Africa. I made it a habit 
to read the personal biographies of important scientists and great intellectual quests (Dar-
win 1958; Beckmann 1971; Rhodes 1986; Anton 2000) and even the philosophy of science 
(Lakatos 1978; Ziman 1984). I spent many solitary hours in remote locations observing 
wildlife, taking detailed notes, and designing figures for manuscripts. I developed my data 
analysis skills, learning how to find answers in large data sets and use data others consid-
ered uninteresting. In essence, I mapped a scientific process onto my natural curiosity.

These skills came together when I began investigating a sea turtle disease shortly after I 
arrived in my present post in Honolulu. Since the 1980s, a tumor disease has been plaguing 
green sea turtles around the globe, but particularly in Hawaii. Though many hypotheses had 
come and gone, its ultimate cause was unknown. The largest advances at the time were that 
it was linked to a herpesvirus and that it was anecdotally observed in impaired waterways. 
Due to its remote location and physical geography, Hawaii was a special place to understand 
this problem. It was also an opportune setting as the local NMFS office maintained a 30-year 
database of diseased sea turtle records. From these data, I began to map the occurrence of 
the disease across the islands and pinpoint hotspots and locations that were disease-free. I 
printed out color-coded maps, hung them on the wall by my desk, and stared at them for 
weeks. One day, I showed them to a colleague and asked her what they might be, playfully 
not telling her what they were. She said they looked like the distribution of an invasive spe-
cies of marine macroalgae.

Recalling my undergraduate biogeochemistry and Leopold’s “march of atoms to the 
sea,” I started to think of ways to account for nutrient runoff to Hawaii’s coastal waters. 
Though I already knew that elevated environmental nitrogen can profoundly affect eco-
systems and promote invasive species, I did not yet comprehend how it might promote 
tumors. Using a suite of available land-use databases, I used geographic information sys-
tems and spatial modeling to create a nitrogen footprint map that strikingly resembled the 
disease maps I previously developed. Connecting the two maps did not take long. After 
immersing myself in the literature, I identified an important overlap between turtle ecol-
ogy, plant physiology, and herpes virology. Macroalgae flourish in nutrient-rich coastal 
waters, but they store environmental nitrogen in their tissues in a particular amino acid—
arginine—that also regulates the herpes life cycle (Van Houtan et al. 2010). Because green 
turtles are herbivores, feeding on the arginine-rich macroalgae could fuel the herpesvirus 
that causes the debilitating tumors. It was an important new idea that came through a 
series of data mining, modeling, and a familiarity with diverse disciplines. Just as much, 
it required a willingness to step outside of my immediate field of expertise, to make new 
colleagues, and to humble myself to learn new material. However, I may have never con-
ceived of its possibility if I did not spend significant time studying biogeochemistry as an 
undergraduate.

Conclusion
Though one of us is a marine resource manager and the other a population ecologist, our 
experiences have similar conclusions regarding the need to reach outside of traditional disci-
plinary boxes to find real solutions to our scientific, management, and policy challenges. As 
our stories attest, through broad systems perspectives and cross disciplinary observation and 
action, we can achieve creative new solutions and a path to lasting success. True solutions 
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align a diversity of scientific disciplines and engage social and economic systems toward 
sustainable outcomes. Diverse experiences, continual training, and the desire to learn are 
important attributes for leaders today and for generations to come.
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